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Juhu, was awarded to Indian construction company Dheeraj Infra Construction A massive Rs 3.2 crore order for the housing
complex in high-end area Juhu, was awarded to Indian construction company Dheeraj Infra Construction, hours after four
persons were arrested on charges of rape, which had put the project’s future in doubt. The contractors are accused of gang-

raping a 23-year-old woman in 2013. In August 2013, the Mumbai building owners had said that the orders had been awarded to
Dheeraj Infra. According to sources, the accused were absconding and the housing complex in Mumbai is still not up and

running. A massive police force had been deployed in Mumbai’s Juhu area to protect the place where the incident took place.
Four men, who had been seen on CCTV footage entering the apartment rented by the victim and allegedly raping her, were

arrested by the police. The accused even allegedly followed the victim to her residence on Saturday and assaulted her again. The
accused have been booked under Section 376 (Punishment for rape) of IPC. After the arrests, Mumbai police commissioner

Satyapal Singh asked the BMC’s special commissioner and Dheeraj Infra to supply a time-frame to complete the project.
Meanwhile, the residents of the building were given new flats as a relief measure. The BMC on Tuesday allowed the tenants of
the 25-storey tower to vacate their flats for the last three weeks. “The regular revenue department, BMC, has been asked to take

over the ownership of these flats in a staggered manner. We will be able to vacate these flats within two to three weeks,” said
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